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having looked around the internet as much as i could,i have not found any combination that would unlock bios settings, however it was possible to flash the chip directly. i would like to ask if anyone has had some luck with dell/phoenix bioses, as taking apart my laptop and getting an spi flasher is not very likely for me.. thanks for doing this and posting the
files, especially. now, at the risk of looking clueless, is there a post somewhere that goes into the options that are exposed by the unlocked bios i have been out of this level of fiddling with pcs for about five years and some this stuff just sails over my head, so i am reluctant to start experimenting. however, i would kind of like to tweak my system to my
preferences (that's why we all want these images in the first place, right). many thanks in advance and i apologize if i missed an already obvious post on this. your bios, or basic input output system, is the firmware on your motherboard responsible for initializing your computer's hardware when it is first powered on. it probes for video adapters, ram, the
whole works. the bios provides a small library of basic input/output functions used to operate and control the peripherals such as the keyboard, text display functions and so forth, and these software library functions are callable by external software such as the os and system software within said os. may i suggest a different bios, there are a few that are

much better in my opinion than the one that is pre-installed with your computer. once you've flashed your bios you can take a look at the bios menu and see if anything has changed.
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i've used p45-j0, p45-j1, p45-j2, and the p45-j3 with success. the bios can be flashed with an spi programmer, or by using a bios-flashing utility, such as the one provided in the bios download above. in addition, the bios can also be flashed by removing the cmos battery and turning the computer on. the p45-j0, p45-j1, p45-j2, and p45-j3 will all download an
updated version of the bios from lenovo, but these bios versions are not necessarily compatible with the one you have now. p45-j2 will not download the version you're using, only the latest one. p45-j0, p45-j1, and p45-j3 will all download the latest version and you can verify if it's the version you want by checking the "release notes" section. the p45-j3 will
flash the bios even if it is already the latest version. if you do not have a compatible version, you can download one from lenovo using the link in the bios download. the bios can be flashed with an spi programmer, or by using a bios-flashing utility, such as the one provided in the bios download above. you can also download an updated version of the bios
from the lenovo website. you will not be able to flash using a bios-flashing utility unless you have a compatible bios version. after completing the bios flashing, you can verify that your bios is working correctly by using the bios test mode. to access the bios test mode, press f2 at the post and hold the delete key at the same time. you should see a menu

where you can test the keyboard, lights, and all other devices. please test your bios to verify that it is working correctly before proceeding to the next step. if you want to verify the bios version, see the bios download above. if you have a bios-flashing utility and have not used it before, you should test the bios before flashing. this will ensure that there are no
issues with your hardware or software. if you need help with the bios flashing, you can ask in the bios flashing community on google groups. 5ec8ef588b
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